TOPIC

Take An ENTREPRENEURSHIP 2024 Tour
(Fast-Paced | Pure Michigan Help | All IDEAS Welcome)

Since the start-up of quarterly ACC TALKS, March of every year has been dedicated to the cause of building ENTREPRENEURSHIP! Primarily driven in partnership with Central Michigan University, past presentations have included Shark Tank-style pitches, explanations of the role of colleges in this area, and even real-life business-building stories from northern Michigan residents!

This year ACC TALKS has organized a special, let your mind travel and Take An ENTREPRENEURSHIP 2024 Tour session. Our tag-team group of ENTREPRENEURSHIP professionals will “take-the-wheel” and guide everyone through the Michigan-based line-up of individuals, agencies, and colleges that can assist in making unique dreams/ideas move progressively forward.

See Page 2 of this flyer for Presenter Info

Stop by and share in this creativity time!

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2024
Time: 6 pm - 7 pm (doors open 5:30 pm)
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TOUR GUIDE INFORMATION

JOHN GUSTINCIC, JD - A.K.A. PROFESSOR G
LECTURER, ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EMAIL: JOHN.GUSTINCIC@CMICH.EDU

MICHAEL NUNNELEY
ASSOCIATE REGIONAL DIRECTOR
CERTIFIED BUSINESS CONSULTANT
LAKE HURON REGION OF MI SBDC
EMAIL: MWNUNNEL@SVSU.EDU

ROBERT RASEGAN
RASEGAN OUTDOOR
EMAIL: RASEG1RD@CMICH.EDU